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Abstract
Cone vision has been shown to be temporally inhomogeneous across the visual field. In the periphery, contrast sensitivity is
lower for low temporal frequencies and higher for high temporal frequencies. Here we ask a similar question for rod vision at
mesopic luminances. Isolation is obtained by testing a well documented rod monochromat. We show that the rod visual field
exhibits only a modest degree of temporal inhomogeneity. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
There is evidence that the visual field is not tempo-
rally homogeneous for cone vision when spatial stimuli
of low-medium spatial frequencies are involved [1–3].
The peripheral field is more sensitive at high temporal
frequencies and less sensitive at low temporal frequen-
cies. The enhanced high frequency response of the
periphery has been attributed to the postulated better
dynamics of peripheral cones because of their larger
dimensions [1]. The reduced sensitivity to low temporal
frequencies in the periphery is arguably postreceptoral
[2] and may result from the selective loss in sensitivity
of one of the postulated temporal channels [3].
In this study we investigate the extent to which the
rod visual field is temporally homogeneous. The expec-
tation based on the properties of individual rod pho-
toreceptors and the fact that rod and cone receptors
converge onto common retinal ganglion cells is that rod
vision should also be temporally inhomogeneous. It is
true that the size of rod photoreceptors, unlike their
cone counterparts, only undergo moderate size changes
with eccentricity (Curcio, personal communication), so
therefore one would not expect to see the same degree
of enhanced high temporal response in the periphery as
has been reported for cones. However, the postulated
selective sensitivity loss of the low pass temporal chan-
nel in the periphery [3] should also occur for rod vision
since the site of these postreceptoral mechanisms must
be common to rod and cone signals.
We wanted to test rod function at mesopic levels (as
defined for trichromatic vision) because this is where its
contrast sensitivity is maximum [4]. However these are
the very conditions where it is hard to isolate from its
more sensitive cone counterpart in the trichromat. To
overcome this we use a subject whose vision has been
shown in numerous studies to be that of a rod
monochromat [5]. These studies have shown that the
receptoral and postreceptoral function of this individual
is consistent with the hypothesis of him having a nor-
mally functioning rod system in isolation. There is no
evidence of any residual cone function. We measured
rod temporal contrast sensitivity using this total and
complete achromat for Gabor stimuli of high and low
spatial frequency (with respect to the rods) for a range
of eccentricities in the nasal and temporal field. Our
results suggest that the visual field for rod function, like
its cone counterpart, is temporally inhomogeneous, but
to a lesser extent.
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Fig. 1. Contrast sensitivity is plotted against stimulus temporal frequency for the fovea (unfilled symbols) and two eccentric locations (filled
symbols) in the nasal (A, C) and temporal (B, D) visual field for a 0.25 cd spatial Gabor. Error bars represent 1 S.E.
2. Methods
2.1. Stimuli
The stimuli were vertically and horizontally-oriented
sinewave luminance gratings windowed by a 2-D Gaus-
sian (for more details see Ref. [2]). In the main, Gabors
with horizontally oriented carriers were used to min-
imise any temporal influence from the horizontal nys-
tagmus which was present under mesopic levels [5]).
Thresholds were determined for spatial frequency grat-
ings of 0.25 and 1.0 cd. Temporal frequencies ranging
from 1 to 56 Hz were tested (see Ref. [2] for more
details).
2.2. Psychophysical paradigm
Detection thresholds for a grating with temporally-
alternating contrast were measured psychophysically
using a two-alternative forced-choice staircase proce-
dure. The stimulus was presented in one of two inter-
vals, signified by auditory tones, while the other
interval contained a blank field of the same space-aver-
age luminance. The subject designated which interval
contained the stimulus by pressing a button. A com-
puter-controlled staircase driven by the subjects’ re-
sponses varied the contrast of the grating and
terminated after eight reversals. Threshold was esti-
mated as the mean of the final six reversals.
All thresholds were measured under monocular con-
ditions. A small fixation target was provided to help
stabilize fixation. Under these conditions his nystagmus
was of moderate amplitude (B2°) compared with our
stimulus window (10°).
2.3. Subject
Subject KN is a total and complete achromat (see
Ref. [5] for a summary of all the investigations under-
taken on this particular achromat). His vision contains
no contribution from cones and is consistent with nor-
mal rod function. One assumption in this study is that
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Fig. 2. Contrast sensitivity is plotted against stimulus temporal frequency for the fovea (unfilled symbols) and two eccentric locations (filled
symbols) in the nasal (A) and temporal (B) visual field for a 1.0 cd spatial Gabor. Error bars represent 1 S.E.
Table 1
Fitting statistics for the linear regression analysis of the sensitivity ratio plots in Fig. 3
FieldSF SlopeECC 95% Confidence limits r N
Nasal 0.02 0:0.0430 0.560.25 9
Temp 0.07 0.038:0.10.25 0.8430 9
Temp 0.07 0.03:0.1160 0.800.25 10
Nasal 0.03 0.016:0.044 0.850.25 1045
Temp 0.07 0.012:0.12810 0.681.0 9
Nasal 0.03 0.01:0.051.0 0.7310 9
Temp 0.007 0.079:0.09345 0.0691.0 8
Nasal 0.061.0 0:0.01245 0.55 8
his visual function is an adequate model of the rod
function in a normal trichomat. This may be violated if
under mesopic conditions rod signals travel via cone
gap junctions and up cone pathways which happen not
to be present in this achromat. However, no evidence
has been found to indicate any abnormality in this
subjects scotopic vision other than those which occur in
the trichromat due to rod-cone interactions (see Ref. [5]
for review). When centrally fixating this achromat
fixates with an area which is approximately 1° into the
nasal field and 1° into the inferior field [5]. In the
figures we refer to his foveal results by which we mean
when the stimulus field was centered on his preferred
area of fixation (his pseudofovea). He was optically
corrected and viewed the screen with natural pupils (4
mm diameter) through a 0.5 log unit neutral density
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Fig. 3. Sensitivity ratios between the fovea and periphery for the results previously shown in Figs. 1 and 2, plotted against temporal frequency
on a linear scale. The results in the top frames are for a spatial frequency of 0.25 cd and all (except C) show a clear but moderate dependence
on temporal frequency. The results in the bottom frames are for a spatial frequency of 1.0 cd and do not show a consistent dependence on
temporal frequency. The fitting statistics are shown in Table 1.
filter. This filter reduced the scotopic retinal illuminance
to 312 td which is below rod saturation. As defined by
trichromatic vision, this is a mesopic illuminance and
corresponds to where Hess and Nordby [4] found rod
contrast sensitivity to be at its maximum.
3. Results and discussion
In Fig. 1, rod temporal contrast sensitivity functions
are compared for a range of eccentricities in the nasal
and temporal fields for a spatial Gabor stimulus whose
carrier spatial frequency was 0.25 cd. The foveal (pre-
ferred area of fixation, see Section 2) results are repre-
sented by hollow symbols. Sensitivity appears to be lost
more rapidly at low temporal frequencies in peripheral
vision. This is especially evident in the temporal field
(see among others, Ref. [6]).
Similar results were obtained at 1 cd, a spatial fre-
quency which is relatively high for the rod system
(acuity around 5 cd). It is less clear here whether
sensitivity is differentially affected as a function of
temporal frequency.
A clearer picture of how sensitivity is reduced across
the visual field as a function of temporal frequency is
seen in Fig. 3. Here, sensitivity ratios have been derived
from the results (filled symbols) shown in Figs. 1 and 2
and fitted by linear regression (Table 1, statistical val-
ues for the fits). The results for the low spatial fre-
quency stimulus (Fig. 3(A) (B) and (D)) show a modest
degree (factor of two over the entire visible frequency
range) of temporal dependence (temporal inhomogene-
ity). Those for the higher spatial frequency (Fig. 3(E)
(F) and (H)) are more consistent with an even loss of
sensitivity (temporal homogeneity).
For cone vision, the visual field shows a measurable
degree of temporal inhomogeneity for spatial stimuli of
both 0.25 and 1 cd [2]. Rod-mediated vision appears to
exhibit a much reduced temporal inhomogeneity which
is limited to low spatial frequencies. The explanation
which has previously been proposed for the increased
temporal resolution of photopic vision in the periphery
is based on the assumed improved dynamics of periph-
eral cones due to the increase in the size of their inner
segments with eccentricity [1]. Within this framework,
the more modest degree of temporal inhomogenity
(factor of two change over the entire frequency range,
Fig. 3) reported here for rod-mediated vision could be
attributed to the fact that rod inner segments undergo a
much smaller size change with eccentricity (Ba factor
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of two over the eccentricity range tested here; Curcio,
personal communication). However there are two
problems with this explanation. First, Tyler’s anatomi-
cal explanation is based on the cone measurements of
Polyak [7]. The more recent human anatomical results
of Curcio et al. [8] and Curcio (personal communica-
tion) suggest that the cone inner segment diameter
reaches an asymptotic size by about 20° eccentricity.
However, human photopic temporal resolution shows
its main improvement over its foveal counterpart from
30 to 60° eccentricity [2]. Second, such an explanation
would predict similar results for the low (0.25 cd) and
high (1cd) spatial frequency used in this study. Thus,
factors other than photoreceptor size may be needed
to explain why temporal vision mediated by cones,
and to a lesser extent that mediated by rods, exhibit a
inhomogeneity across the visual field. There is evi-
dence that there is a duality in rod function above and
below 1 sc td (see Ref. [5] for a review) and it would
be of interest to know whether a similar degree of
temporal inhomogeneity exists for rod function at sco-
topic luminances.
Interestingly, the region of highest rod density at
20–30° which is so evident in the anatomy [8] and
scotopic function [9,10] does not endow rod vision
under mesopic conditions (where its contrast sensitiv-
ity is highest, see Ref. [4]) with any of the advantages
similar to that of a cone fovea.
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